View from the Laponia world heritage site, near Saltoloukta
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The workshop started on the evening and night of the 22nd of April.
The 23rd was the open workshop day that was visited by students and private
persons.
The 24th was the workshop working group day and the 25th of April consisted the
workshop of meetings with local entrepreneurs and visiting ecotourism
destinations in the area.
On the travel to Jokkmokk the 22nd of April, the working group made some stops
at ecotouristic destinations along the way. At the first stop they met the tourist
entrepreneur Britta Jonsson-Lindvall who made a presentation of the
ecotouristic potential of “Home Harads. Another stop was made at the “Arctic
circle” with a presentation of ecotouristic activities on that location.
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April 23rd
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Friday
10.00-10.15 Official opening of the workshop & welcome to the Jokkmokk
region from the deputy major Ms Eivor Auna
10.15-10.30 Welcome to the territory of Skogslandet Local action group
Ms Britta Jonsson-Lindvall, Home Harads, entrepreneur/hostel
manager and president of Skogslandet
Ms Maj-Britt Kolehmainen, local business developer
10.30-10.50 The ECOROUTE pilot project
Mr Ulf Brangenfeldt, SLU
10.50-11.45 ECOTOURISM & labelling in Sweden Ms Ann Dolling SLU &
Mr Tomas Bergenfeldt, Den Svenska Ekoturismföreningen
11.45-13.00 Lunch break
13.00-16.00 Experiences and ideas from the region in relation to Ecotourism
and labelling
- The Laponia world heritage Mr Håkan Landström
- Saltoloukta mountain station Mr Johan Nilsson, STF
-På land & vatten Ms Viktoria Kärrman
-Stämningsrum i Norr Ms Britt-Louise Nyman-Backman
- The role of the municipality tourism agency in Jokkmokk – and
the role of the tourism operator organisation Norrbotten/Lappland
- Ms Birgitta Nilsson, tourism agency manager
- Ideas and thoughts from trainer organisations Mr Henric Mikael
Kuhmunen, Samernas utbildningscentrum
16.00-16.30 Coffee & discussions
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Eivor Auna, the deputy mayor, welcomed everyone to the meeting and gave a personal
description of the municipality of Jokkmokk and furthermore the importance of ecotourism
for Jokkmokk.
Ms Auna continued her presentation, talking about “Jokkmokk – the wilderness
municipality”: The Municipality of Jokkmokk is on the Arctic Circle and is Sweden’s second
largest municipality in size. The total surface is 19,474 km². In other words, this is 2/3 the
size of the Netherlands, or about ten times larger than Luxembourg.
Half of this area consists of an extensive mountain region where you can get all the adventure
you desire and a majority of them with an ecotouristic profile. Here you can find four amazing
national parks and several nature reserves. The National Parks Sarek, Padjelanta, Stora
Sjöfallet and Muddus belong to the Laponia area, which in December 1996 was designated by
UNESCO to be one of the earth’s World Heritage sites. Laponia was chosen as a combined
nature and cultural heritage, which is unusual.
Jokkmokk is known for Lapland specialties such as elk and reindeer meat, fish such as arctic
char and berries like cloudberries and lingonberries. The museum Ajtte in Jokkmokk offers a
unique opportunity to get an insight in Sweden’s mountain region and of the swedish Sami
culture. If you visit the Stone Age museum “Vuollerim 6000” you will realize that people
have been living in these areas for more than 6,000 years.
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Skogslandet president Britta Jonsson-Lindvall welcomed all the participants, and pointed out
the importance of the ECOROUTE project for the pilot region in Norrbotten/Lapland. This
region is very suitable for ecotouristic activities and has some entrepreneurs that have
achieved the standards that are required and have therefore been certified with the labelling
“Nature’s best”. Ms Jonsson-Lindvall was hoping for a large increase in certified and labelled
ecotourism in the area.
She also reminded the participants of how immense the county of Norrbotten/Lapland
actually are. The area is 98,911 square kilometres and is divided in 14 municipalities. The
county has a current population of 253,254 people. 14 % of the area is protected in eight
national parks and 165 nature reservations.
The ECOROUTE project works well with the comprehensive strategy of Skogslandet, which
is to participate in and define projects that enhance the local culture. The purpose is to
strengthen the local identity among the population and thus contribute to increased selfesteem, to have faith in the future and hence entrepreneurship. This consciousness must be the
basis for an increasing number of dynamic businesses in Skogslandet.
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Maj-Britt Kolemainen is a local business developer and manager and owner of Jokkmokks
redovisningstjänst. She welcomes the ECOROUTE project and affirms the need of a training
package in Ecotourism to help achieve a more competitive approach from the local tourism
entrepreneurs. Several of her clients are in the tourism business.
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The project promoter Ulf Brangenfeldt made a presentation of the ECOROUTE pilot project
to make sure that everybody in the audience were aware of the idea and the goals of the
project.
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The project-partners Tomas Bergenfeldt, Ekoturismföreningen, and Ann Dolling, SLU, gave
an overview of Ecotourism and labelling in Sweden under the headline “Swedish ecotourism what’s that?” Ms Dolling together with Mr Bergenfeldt presented the six basic criteria for
ecotourism and gave a couple of Swedish examples, presented below.
/
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The ecotourist have respect for the limitations of the nature and culture at the destination. As
an ecotourist you will promote the nature conservation by your experience and greater
knowledge about nature values. You will study and experience the animals, mountains and the
vegetation and your guides will teach about these values.
One Swedish example of ecotourism is “Vägvisaren” – “the path finder” – which offers
trekking with reindeers and taking part in the Sami culture. The trekking takes place in
national parks and a world heritage area. It was rather difficult to get permission to have a
commercial tourism in the world heritage area, but they got it at last. As a tourist in this area
you are not allowed to bring anything home, Flowers, stones and reindeer antlers and
everything that you find along the way should be left were it is. The operator is following the
program “Leave no trace” and they never camp on the same spot twice. Everything that was
brought into the area should be brought out.
/
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The ecotourism should also contribute to the community development and the local people
should be involved and benefit from the ecotourism. The ecotourism company purchase goods
and services locally. The consumption is concentrated to the destination. In this way
ecotourism gives the nature conservation an economical value.
Another example from Sweden is Ammarnäs, a small village with about 200 inhabitants and
four labeled ecotourism companies. In Ammarnäs you have tourism, reindeer herding, the
school and the shop. Ecotourism is a good idea and the ecotourism in Ammarnäs is expanding
and contributes to the community development. However the whole village can’t live on
ecotourism alone. To ensure that the school and shop will not close down there has to be
something more. The village has established a council, which works with local sustainable
administration. The goal is to expand the tourism and employment with 10% until 2010. It
could be possible because they are working towards a common goal and which makes its
easier to achieve something.
/
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The operators contribute to a sustainable environment. They use sustainable transportation
and lodging and create a minimum of waste.
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Horse riding in Jorm is an example which provides arrangements for people who would like
to experience the nature from an Icelandic horseback. The arrangements last from a couple of
hours up to six days. The small horses from Iceland are perfect in the Swedish mountains.
They are strong and used to the nature and a person without horse riding experience can ride
an Icelandic horse because of its special pace “tölt” that is floating and easy to follow
compared to trot and gallop.
The company respects the vulnerable nature of the mountains. They are constantly finding
new ways to avoid making wide paths in the very thin vegetation. The camps are moved now
and then and the horses pasture is moved every evening. The groups are small with about ten
people in each group. The firewood is transported to the mountains and no wood is taken at
place.
/
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Ecotourism shall support the work with conservation. The best way to promote nature
conservation is to invite and show. A good example is Lilla Karlsö.
Previously Swedish nature conservation was more about stopping and locking people out.
Lilla Karlsö is an island with conserved nature from the Bronze Age. The island is a haven for
several threatened plants and animals. The environment is vulnerable and the island is a birdprotected area. The island was labeled in 2003. The Swedish nature conservation association
owns the island and their goal is to conserve the characteristic nature but also to open it for
high quality nature experiences.
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The ecotourism should promote knowledge and respect of the nature. Species and pristine
nature can only be conserved if people know and value them. The operators should be
competent and well educated and will provide good interpretation of the values.
The Larsbo farm was the first farm to be labeled in Sweden. There is nowadays a great
interest for labeling farms.
The owners of the Larsbo farm are trying to make the cultural heritage vivid. They have
started to cultivate old fields that have been abandoned for many years and the farming is oldfashioned and traditional. Horses are used in the farming instead of machines. Old farming
tools pulled by horses have been borrowed from the museum in the neighborhood. The
owners of the farm are still learning about the old techniques that nearly have sunk into
oblivion. At Larsbo farm you take part in the daily work with for instance the traditional
haymaking procedure. The traditional haymaking with a scythe ensures the survival of several
threatened plant species that has been disadvantaged by the modern haymaking.
/
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The ecotourism products should meet or exceed the customer’s expectations. Satisfied
customers are the norm and safety issues are always taken seriously. Quality is genuine
meetings and experience.
The example Fredro’s fishing camp have a couple of well-equipped cottages, service and
some kindness are the business concept. Here you can catch pike from a boat in a lake.
6

This is something that is natural for Swedes since a lot of them went fishing for pike at least
when they were a boy or a girl. For guests from other countries this is an adventure. If you are
lucky you can catch a pike of 5 kg. The fishing is a catch and release fishing. All guests also
have to report their catch to make sure that the fish population is maintained. It’s just you in a
boat with the nature, the silence and fishing. There is a host how helps you to find the best
fishing spots and show you how to fish. If you are interested he will take you out on pike
trolling.
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The Swedish ecotourism association was founded in 1996 and the labeling was started in
2002 and there is no research about ecotourism in Sweden today. It is too early to evaluate the
ecotourism researchers’ claims. To quote Lars Emmelin who is a professor in environmental
conservation: ”The Swedish ecotourism is still a rookie – not complete but promising”.
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Håkan Landström is the project leader of the Laponia project. He started his presentation by
giving an overview of the project and pointed out the importance of ecotouristic certification
and labelling for the tourist entrepreneurs in the Laponia world heritage area. Some of the
entrepreneurs working in the Laponia area are already labelled with Nature’s best. Landström
believes that the training package will be a great tool to help increase the number of labelled
tourism entrepreneurs in the area and strengthen the Laponia world heritage area as an
ecotouristic destination.
Down below is a short presentation of the history, the nature, the culture, the flora and the
fauna of the Laponia world heritage area.
'
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Lapland’s world heritage, Laponia, stretches over an impressive 9,400 square kilometres of
cultural wilderness. What makes Laponia unique with its inclusion of four national parks and
two nature reserves is the combination of nature and culture. There are traces of human
remains as old as 7,000 years in the area. The oldest settlement with findings from the Stone
Age was discovered at Lake Gårtjejávrre in Stora Sjöfallet National Park.
Before the 17th century, when reindeer breeding became increasingly important, hunting and
fishing constituted the main livelihood for people. The reindeer breeding meant that the
people’s habits merged with the grazing needs of the reindeer. Tepees, that were easy to erect
and pull down, became their homes so that they could follow the reindeer herds when they left
for new grazing. Each season had its specific dwelling that was revisited every year.
To this day reindeer breeding is run according to the seasonal movement of the reindeer. This
existing Sami culture is one of the reasons that Laponia in 1996 received the inscription world
heritage site by UNESCO.
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Laponia'
s nature offers a variety of experiences, from breathtaking mountains in Sarek to
Muddus'mosquito buzzing swamps. One of the reasons for these differences is the bedrock,
which differs by an unbelievable 1.5 million years from the mountains in the west to the
Archaean rocks in the east.
The great forests and the enormous marsh in the east include the Sjaunja nature reserve and
the Muddus National Park. The vast, hilly landscape is the largest connected marsh land in the
country and includes primeval forests of pine and fir.
The majestic mountains of the Stora Sjöfallet and the Sarek national parks are found in
western Laponia. This is where you find Sweden'
s largest glacial area, with hundreds of
glaciers. As hard, volcanic bedrock erodes slowly, the mountains are both high and steep. The
tallest peaks reach 2,000 metres above sea level.
In the Padjelanta National Park in the west the bedrock is softer and contains slate, limestone
and sandstone from the seabed, which contribute to the characteristic soft and hilly landscape
of this part of Laponia. This is where reindeer herds have grazed for hundreds of years and
thus made the land extra fertile in a natural way.
/
Traces of human life in the Laponia area date back thousands of years and can be found in the
form of cultural remains, such as settlements and animal traps. The oldest remains are found
around the great mountain lakes where settlements are recognised by fireplaces and cooking
pits, but also by such tools as scrapers and arrowheads.
An important part of the cultural history, which is not possible to discover visually, is the
locals'knowledge about their landscape. That includes names of places, travel routes, holy
mountains and special traditions.
:
The further up in the mountains you get, the tougher the growth climate becomes since the
vegetation is effected by the height above sea level. From the sea level the vegetation is
divided into pine forest, mountain birch forest and bare mountain region above the tree line.
The pine forest – the taiga - is found in the eastern parts of Laponia and is dominated by pines
and firs. The pine tree is the wood that is coping best with forest fires and the oldest tree in the
Muddus National Park is therefore a 700 year-old fire damaged pine. Because of these old
trees, many lichens, fungi and insects that are under threat of extinction have a chance to
survive in Laponia.
In Sjauna and eastern Sarek the birch dominates the landscape, and unlike other mountainous
regions in the world it is the birch that grows on the tallest heights in Laponia. Birch forests
can be found as high up as 600-700 metres above the sea.
Padjelanta has a rich flora and in the limestone areas Scandinavia'
s largest supply of
anthophyta is found - an impressive 400 species. In addition, the majority of plant life in the
bare mountain region is covered by far-reaching moors and fields.
:
In Laponia, predatory animals like sea eagle, golden eagle, falcon, wolverine, bear and lynx
feel at home. The archaic forests in the east favour the fauna, and if you are looking for bear,
lynx or wolverine you are most likely to encounter them in Muddus.
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In the summer it is also possible to get a glimpse of hare, fox, moose or reindeer at dawn. The
Rapa Valley hosts unusually large moose, and is a unique place for the moose strain as
hunting is prohibited in this area.
About 150 bird species can be found in the eastern parts of Laponia: black grouse,
capercaillie, hazel grouse and willow grouse only to mention a few of the forest inhabitants.
Then there are seabirds, cranes in the marsh, willow wren and robin in the forests - the list of
birds is endless and in the spring you can hear hundreds of different calls.
Birds also dominate the bare mountain region, where species such as ptarmigan, and snow
buntin can be found. The golden eagle and the rough-legged buzzard spread their wings and
glide over the mountain tops in search of food. But despite being in majority the birds are not
alone in the bare mountain region. You can also encounter four-legged creatures such as the
lemming and the arctic fox in these areas.
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Johan Nilsson is the manager of the Saltoloukta mountain camp. He told us about his
experiences of ecolabelled products in the concept of Nature’s best. It is a quality label that
requires top of the line products.
Examples of Nature’s best labelled products in Saltoloukta are “Familjefjällvecka” (Family
week in the mountains), ”Laponia - Lappländska läckerheter” (Laponia - Lapish specialities ),
and “Singel i Salto” (Single in Salto).
Below you will find a brief presentation of the STF Saltoloukta mountain station:
1:
In the country without roads, by the source flow of Luleå River, at the widespread, dramatic
world heritage site Laponia lies a most charming mountain station. The mountain station of
Saltoluokta lies beautifully on a slope near Stora Sjöfallet and Sarek National Park.
Saltoluokta is the starting point for walking tours on the southern part of Kungsleden.
The mountain station consists of a main building and four guest houses with a total of about
100 beds. The timbered main building has the old charm intact with open stoves, photogene
lamps and organic light in the restaurant.
There is a wood-fired sauna by the sea. For campers and lodging guests is a service house
available with kitchen, sauna, shower and dryer room.
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Victoria Kärrman is the manager of the company ”På land och vatten”. The company is
located in the neighbouring municipality Älvsbyn. They focus on nature experiences and offer
tailor-made products/arrangements that get you closer to nature, including silence.
Examples of products are fishing tours and trekking, as well as lodges with hot tubs and sauna
baths. The arrangements vary from minor activities to full scale packages. A whole variety of
different accommodations is offered.
Fishing guides are provided for beginners as well as for professionals, offering fly fishing and
spinning.
Other activities are hunting licenses for women, beaver safari, black grouse expedition and ice
hole fishing for burbot.
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1
The local and genuine culture permeates everything that they offer, from the food to the way
of living. They provide guided tours at historic landmarks as for example Laver, which was
the most modern village in Sweden for ten years during 1937-1947, but now it’s vanished.
&
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They see other companies in the area as partners and not as competing firms. By working
together they can accomplish more for the guests and provide products with a higher quality.
!
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“På land och vatten” is not yet labelled with Nature’s best. However the company is already
working with an ecotouristic profile and will definitely consider labelling in the future.
With the help of a good practise guide to eco labelling they believe that they as well as other
companies will go for labelling.
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Britt-Louise Nyman-Backman is an ecotouristic entrepreneur and the owner of
“StämningsRum i Norr”. She has no labelled products yet but she believes that several of her
products have a potential for “Nature’s best”.
“StämningsRum i Norr” is a company that since 2001 have been working with both nature
and culture experiences in Piteå and Norrbotten. The company creates experience packages in
archipelago, forest and mountain. They offer meeting places with possibilities for fellowship,
relaxation, beautiful views and quiescent experiences in a touching environment. The
company also works with development within the tourism sector for example pre studies and
investigations. When requested, educations and lectures within tourism and enterprise are
being carried out.
The activities include both nature and culture experiences with storytelling, creation, learning
and local taste experiences. With the fire as a focus point and the Nordic landscape as the
atmosphere room.
Along with other operators, the company offer a broad range of custom-made experience days
and package solutions as a whole. Appropriate as personnel/customer care, kick-offs,
conferences and/or trade fair arrangements, holidays, personnel festivities etc.
!<
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Tar scenting adventures
Contest between farmers
Chef duel based on local food tradition and folk music
Magic light-walking tour with poetry and folklore
“Into the Piteå district” guided bus tours
Archipelago cruises in Piteå'
s last wilderness
Discovery trips from the coast to the mountains
Evening full of feeling with Kolmila and Slobben
Health kick-off
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The workshop continued on Sunday the 25th of April with a visit at Stora
Sjöfallet national park and Stora Sjöfallet mountain centre, including
presentation and meeting with the entrepreneur Inger Junkka, and a stop the
Kings trail at Vakkotavare.
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Inger Junka is the owner of the mountain centre at Stora Sjöfallet.
Stora Sjöfallet is surrounded by unspoiled nature and lies in the heart of the Laponia, 200
kilometres north of the Arctic Circle. From mid-May onwards the midnight sun lights the way
ahead, the reindeer calves are herded in for marking and the melt water gathers force. In June
the national park bursts into blossom. In early July the anglers begin to arrive and you see a
growing number of trekkers on the paths. September heralds the start of the grouse-shouting
season. And in the winter half of the year you can see the northern lights at almost any time.
Even though Stora Sjöfallet may offer adventure it is neither hazardous nor arduous. The
mountain centre is in fact very comfortable can even provide a link to the Internet. The best
time to come is during the season March-October. But you also have the opportunity to come
here at other times of the year on your own or in a group to enjoy the mountain and the Arctic
climate.

The guide cottage at Stora Sjöfallet mountain centre.
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Patricia Cowern is the owner of the company Arctic Image/Arctic Colours Gallery in Porjus.
She is a photographer who is specialised in nature pictures from Swedish Lapland, especially
photos of the Aurora, Northern Lights. She is also the manager of a hostel in Porjus.
When Cowern first came to Porjus in the summer of 1994, it was for a holiday with her
youngest son, to photograph the nature. After spending three weeks in the forest surrounded
by an endless landscape, birds, animals and wonderful light, she was fascinated by the wide
and wild expanse.
After making several returns visits, each one lasting longer and longer, she made the decision
to leave England and buy the old railway station house in Porjus. As well as her home, Porjus
became the centre of her photographic work by opening a Photo Gallery in the summer of
1998 in the station house.
During her first year in Porjus she developed a fascination and passion for photographing the
very special and unique Arctic Light. She pointed out that most visitors to the north only see
the midnight sun of summer which indeed is wonderful but she herself considers the best time
to be during winter.
Cowern’s work has been trying to capture on film all of this special winter light. The ever
changing spectacle of the northern lights, the array of colours in the pearl clouds, the blue and
pink winter days, even the “black and white” days have their own special quality.
The Arctic Colors gallery is situated in the old railway station in Porjus. The station was built
in 1921 and now only hosts the summer Inland road train which runs from midsummer to
early August, stopping off in the evening and morning in Porjus. The main Inland road runs
right past the door of the gallery and are therefore easy accessible to car and train traffic.
The whole of the lower floor is gallery space with four main photographic exhibition rooms,
pins room, small gift shop and coffee shop. They also have the permanent addition of
exhibition space in the “Hembygdsresor” culture van which stands on the rails outside the
station.
Each year there is an exhibition of Arctic Light which always includes Northern Lights but
also every year new exhibitions cover many and varied subjects.
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Per-Åke Labba is a reindeer herder from the Sami community of Tuorpon in Jokkmokk.
He and his college Nils Gustav are running a company that works with tourism in a small
scale. They have very tame “härkar” (castrated male reindeers). During the off-snow season
they “klövjar” (pack their luggage on) them and during the snow season they “selar” (attach
sleds to) the “härkar”.

ViriSami Rajd - Per-Åke Labba, ecotourism entrepreneur and reindeer herder (to the right)

On Sunday evening the 25th of April 2004 the ECOROUTE Workshop in
Jokkmokk ended.
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